
For project managers and teams seeking to optimize their workflows and enhance 
collaboration, this infographic presents a powerful combination of Confluence, Smart 
Terms, and Smart Tables. 

These tools work seamlessly together to provide a comprehensive solution for organizing 
projects, managing knowledge, and performing data-driven analysis. 

Read on to discover how these innovative tools can transform your project management 
experience and elevate your team's productivity.

Confluence & marketplace apps 
for better project management



Confluence is where all your project-related information is kept and organized to be easily 
accessible. 

Here's how we leverage Confluence to drive project success
 Centralized information: Organize all project or team-related work into dedicated Spaces 

for each project phase. Quickly access important documents, plans, and reports in one 
location

 Use Whiteboards for collaboration: Conduct brainstorming sessions and visualize ideas 
using whiteboards. Turn sticky notes into tasks and link them directly to pages for seamless 
integration with your project plan

 Connect Jira tickets: Link Jira tickets to this Confluence page to track progress and keep 
everyone aligned on tasks and milestones

 Streamlined documentation: Utilize templates like the "Project Plan" and "Business Status 
Update" to maintain consistent project documentation and reports.


Unified project hub with Confluence
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Integrate a consistent glossary across all your Confluence pages to ensure clarity and 
understanding within your team. 

Here's how Smart Terms supports project managers

 Consistency and clarity: Access and maintain a glossary of terms directly within 
Confluence, ensuring consistent terminology across the entire project and your Confluence 
instance

 Related terms and highlight engine: Use the related terms feature to provide context and 
clarity when navigating your project documentation. The powerful highlight engine makes 
terms stand out for easy reference

 Media and more: Customize your glossary and add PDFs, HTML attachments, images... for 
additional resources and context

 Term history: Track changes to terms over time and easily restore old descriptions, ensuring 
everyone stays up-to-date on important definitions.

Stay on the same page with Smart Terms
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Perform complex data manipulations and calculations directly within your Confluence pages. 
Here's how Smart Tables enhances your project management experience
 Powerful filtering and calculations: Utilize persistent filtering and over 390 Excel functions 

to analyze data and gain insights, directly in Confluence
 Inline table editor: Edit tables directly in view mode on Confluence pages for real-time data 

management and decision-making
 Live Spreadsheets macro: Collaborate with your team using live spreadsheets for real-time 

data updates, advanced calculations, and data visualization
 Import and export Excel files: Seamlessly integrate your existing data by importing and 

exporting Excel files for analysis and reporting.


Data-Driven Insights with Smart Tables


